
Present your investigations!
Working in small groups and sharing your 
findings, decide which evidence of Cutty Sark’s 
historical importance would be best to present 
to get the money to fix the ship.

Write a letter to persuade funders to donate 
money to repair the ship.

Historical enquiry trail KS2
Use your discovery skills to find out why Cutty Sark is an important 
London landmark. The situation detailed below is  
imaginary, but your discoveries are real!

You are using historical enquiry skills to make 
observations! As historical investigators, you 
are going to continue to use your skills to 
explore the rest of the ship.

Look around the Lower Hold for evidence to prove that Cutty Sark 
is historically important – you can read the signs, look at the 
objects and watch the video. Make notes and drawings here:

Is there something here that you think is particularly important  
or interesting?

What do you see and 
what does this tell us 
about Cutty Sark? 

Location: Lower Hold
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Back at school
Ask for extra time to prepare your ‘case’.

Preparation ideas:

Further research

Find images

Create a presentation

Present your evidence and 
your teacher will decide if your 
application is successful and 
whether Cutty Sark receives the 
money!

Persuasive phrases:

Therefore

Furthermore

In contrast

For instance

For example

The scenario

Imagine Cutty Sark has a water leak 
which desperately needs repairing. The 
leak will cost £1 million to fix. Without 
this repair the ship may have to close.

You are part of a team of historical 
investigators. Your job is to investigate

  
and discover what makes Cutty Sark 
important. If you can prove that 
Cutty Sark is historically important the 
money will be given to fix the leak!

Is Cutty Sark important 
and worth fixing? 
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Location: ‘Tween Deck
Look around the ‘Tween Deck for evidence to 
prove that Cutty Sark is historically important 
– you can read the signs, look at the objects 
and watch the video. Is there something here 
that you think is particularly important or 
interesting? 

Make notes and drawings here:

What have you discovered and why do you think it is important 
or interesting?

Location: Weather Deck
Look around the Weather Deck for evidence 
to prove that Cutty Sark is important. Is there 
something here that you think is particularly 
important or interesting?  
  

Make notes and drawings here:

 
 
What have you discovered and why do you think it is important 
or interesting?
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